1° Introduction.
By a Carleman operator we mean an integral operator A on L2(a, b), -oo<Sa<£>g-F°o, with measurable kernel k such that
(1) I | k(x, y) \2dv < °°, a.e. x.
If instead of (1) we have (2) I | k(x, y) \2dx < oo, a.e. y J a we say A is semi-Carleman.
If both (1) and (2) hold we say A is bi-Carleman.
The theory of Carleman operators was initiated by T. Carleman in 1923 [l] , and extended by J. von Neumann [2] , using results of Weyl [3] . In the earlier literature it was always assumed that k(x, y) =k(y, x), and it is shown in Stone [4, p. 398 ] that with this assumption k defines (on a certain domain) a symmetric operator. In the present note we do not include the symmetry condition in our definitions, as indicated above. Carleman operators have been studied in [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , and semi-Carleman operators in [5] . In this note we present several remarks on Carleman, semiCarleman, and bi-Carleman operators. In 2°, we give a characterization, without reference to the kernel, of Carleman operators, with a related result concerning compactness.
In 3°, we discuss the question of whether the adjoint of an operator A with kernel k(x, y) is the integral operator with the transposed kernel k*(x, y)=k(y, x). In 4° the invariance with regard to the interval employed of the representation of an operator by a semi-Carleman operator is remarked, extending previous results. In 5°, we correct an error in the paper [5] .
2° A classic result of von Neumann [2] , as extended in [6] , states that a normal operator is unitarily equivalent to a Carleman operator if and only if 0 is a limit point in the sense of Weyl [3 ] Proof. Let a(x, y) he the kernel of A. For any/GP2, I Af(x) I ^ (/ I Hx, y) NyY2||/|| < • a.e., and if /"->/ then similarly Af"(x)->Af(x) a.e. Now let/GL2 be arbitrary, /"->/, fnED. Then Afn->Af a.e., and Bfn-*Bf in norm. But then a subsequence Bfnk->Bf a.e., whence Af = Bf. Q.E.D.
Returning to the proof of Theorem 2.1 (a), we have the Carleman operator with kernel 1$ agreeing with the bounded operator K on the span of the system {<£"}. Hence by the lemma, the two are equal, and the proof is complete.
Remark. If (3) holds for one system {fa,} it holds for all. For the unbounded case we have Proof. Since Dk is dense, we can choose a countable dense set in Dr, and apply the Gram-Schmidt process to arrive at an orthonormal set in Dr. By density it will be complete.
If A coincides with a Carleman operator L on a dense set DEDK C\Dl, choose a system {<b"}ED and find (as in Theorem 2.1 (a)) 22| K(pn(x)\ 2< o° a.e. x.
If (3) holds, define 1$ as before, and observe that the integral operator with kernel 1$ coincides with A on the linear span of the system {(£"}.
A related result is Proof. We use the fact that a normal operator whose spectrum has no limit point but 0 is compact. Let A<pn =X"<pn. By Theorem 2.1,
Case (i). If A is not compact, there exists a subsequence Xnj. with |X"t 3^5>0.
Hence |<pni(x)| -»0, so by dominated convergence ||cp"J^O,but||<p"t|=l. Dk't6 {o}, for it contains in particular all g which are orthogonal to the fa-. For gED^ we have K*g(x) =fk*(x, y)g(y)dy, as was to be shown. Theorem 3.2. If the adjoint of a bounded Carleman operator is Carleman then the kernel of the adjoint is the transposed conjugate kernel, and thus the operator is bi-Carleman.
Proof. Let K he a bounded Carleman operator with kernel k, and suppose K* has a Carleman kernel /. Then Re(P) =%(K-\-K*) has kernel %{k(x, y)+l(x, y)} and is selfadjoint. By a recent result of J. Weidmann
[12], the kernel of a bounded self adjoint Carleman operator is symmetric. Hence (1/2) {&+/} and (l/2i) \k-\-l} are both symmetric, whence k*+l* = k+l and -k*+l* = k -I. Adding, we have&* = /. Q.E.D.
It follows from this that a bounded normal Carleman operator is bi-Carleman, since it is known [6] that the adjoint of a normal Carleman operator is Carleman. Proof.
Let K he bounded and bi-Carleman, with kernel k. Let k'(x, y) =k(y, x) and K' the operator with kernel kl. Now K' is semiCarleman in particular, and so {/|P'/GP2} is dense (see [5] ). Then J(P + P() is densely defined and has symmetric Carleman kernel %(k + k'). It follows that there exists a dense set DEL2 on which K+K* is defined and symmetric [4, p. 398] , and on which K -K' is antisymmetric. 
on P2(0,1), and
for a.e. i>G [0, l].2 Composing these transformations, and using the known result for Carleman operators, we have the following statement. In [5] it was falsely claimed that the adjoint of a semi-Carleman operator is densely defined. The error was pointed out by J. Weidmann (private communication). His remark is the following. Let k(x, y)=ot(x)B(y), with a£P and B locally square integrable but not square integrable, and let K be the operator with kernel k. By the proof of Theorem 3.1 specialized to the rank 1 case, we have DK'= [g\ (g, a) =0}, which is not a dense set. Because of this, it remains an open question whether semiCarleman operators have closed extensions. Therefore the final statement of [5, §4] , should read: A closed densely defined operator is representable on P2( -oo, oo) as a semi-Carleman operator if and only if it has 0 as a limit point of its spectrum.
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